

By WAYNE RASCATI

Is ROTC in its present form an academic program? Eight members of Legislative Council believe that it is not, while three members believe that it is.

After two hours of debate on the subject Wednesday night, members of the Council decided that ROTC, which provides a strictly military training program on campus, should be raised for what purpose the extra revenue should be used, and its traditional role in the United States.

Executive Vice-President Albert Beilin favored the present form of ROTC on campus, emphasis this year on the college officer training program. The ROTC council has a "more balanced outlook on his profession and its traditional role in the United States." Aquino admitted that ROTC "does not qualify as an academic program in the same sense as a history course."

However, he did point out that "if the Academic Senate removes the credits from ROTC, it would be practically impossible for a student to take the program."

One observer at the meeting pointed out that each and every student in the College of Letters and Sciences must take 12 units from the college study list. Courses like ROTC, physical activities, drama workshop, and band are not counted as part of the academic load of 12 units. (Continued on p. 8, col. 4)

By NINA PINSKY

DAVIS — Racism discrimination in U.C. fraternities and sororities was one of the major topics of discussion at the Board of Regents Committee meeting on educational policy yesterday. In particular, question was raised about the membership practices of the Sigma Chi Fraternity. Although Sigma Chi had signed the required University non-discrimination certificate stating that they are free to choose and accept new members without discrimination as to race, religion, or national origin, it has been found that this pertains solely to qualifying practices.

The Grand Council of Sigma Chi in July, 1967, stated that chapters could pledge a Negro but did not make it clear about the actual initiation as an active member.

On September 5, acting University President Harry Wellman sent a letter to the Grand Council, as members of Legislative Council, which specifically asked if U.C. chapters of Sigma Chi can actually initiate a Negro member.

If by November 15, President Wellman has not received a reply, or if the reply is negative, then the University of California will discontinue relations with Sigma Chi.

Wellman later commented, when asked about racial discrimination, "as there have been no major complaints and that if they do arrive the Board action will be taken.

Chancellor Vernon L. Chandlee remarked that Santa Barbara hasn't yet been faced with the problem of discrimination because of the small numbers of minority groups on campus. But he feels that if the problem arises, the board would take the matter seriously.

Another Committee item for action was the establishment of a new Education Abroad Study Center in Mexico City in collaboration with the National Institute of Anthropology and History.

The Regents praised Chancellor Chandlee and Ir. Allay, the programs director, on the way in which Education Abroad is being handled.

At today's Board meeting, the question of the budget and the Berkeley incident will be discussed.

IV STUDY GROUP

Hopes for Terms

By JEFF HERMAN

EG Reporter

"We're looking forward to next term if we have to," I'm hoping to come to terms with the Board is before the possibility of boycott against them would be outstanding. Mike Goldberg, chairman of the I. V. Study Group.

As chairman of the only A.L. committee fully dedicated to the problem of the minority group, Goldberg intends to place special emphasis on the proposal of contracts. "If we are going to come up with a contract this year, it will be acceptable to both the students and the Board," he commented Goldberg.

In response to the question (Continued on p. 8, col. 4)
CAMPUS KIOSK

CLUBS
A.S. Committee for the Center for Study of Democratic Institutions will meet on the patio of the old S.U., at 3. For further information call 968-7064.

WORLD WIRE

Hilled will have a pizza meet­
ing for 75 cesta a person Sun­day evening from 6-8. Events of the quarter are to be dis­cussed.

CLASS OF 70
The first meeting of the Sophomore class will take place this coming Monday at 7 p.m. in Ucem 2384.

INTERIM
Tonight the Midnith Marah­mellow will be featured in the Interim starting at 9:00. Ad­mission is 50 cents. Tomor­row the admission is free for an exotic night of blues and folk music. All performers are welcome, just come.

GUIDES
Students are needed as guides for University Day on October 28. Freshman are welcome as guides. Sign-ups are now open in the A.J.S. Office. Anyone who has any questions should call 968-4120 or 968-1011. For those who sign up there will be a mandatory meeting October 26 at 4 in the new theater.

PROJECT PAKISTAN
All 1967 Project Pakistan semi-finalists and finalists and all past Project teams will meet at 5 p.m. on Sunday at 611 Camino Pescadero. For information call 968-4020.

SANDPIPER
Sign ups for Sandpiper Week end are still being taken in the Old Rec. Office.

FOREIGN STUDENTS
The Foreign Students Com­mittee of the UCSB Faculty Council asked to give the annual laws supper at Chancellor and Mrs. Chafee’s for foreign students and faculty. Information about this Sunday from 5 to 7. Please respond to Mrs. Steele in the Foreign Students Office, ext. 4179.

SIGN UPS
Sign ups for openings in the Constitutional Judicial Com­mittee and the Independent Judicial Committee will be taken in the A.J.S. Office through October 24. All living group affiliations are considered for Constitutional; only independ­ents can apply for the inde­pendent Judicial. Please secure one letter of recommendation.

Today is the last day to fill out an application for the Student-Faculty Symposium of Nov. 3 and 4. Applications are available in the A.J.S. Office, 968-4020.

Applications for the Indian Project are available in the A.J.S. Office. The deadline has been extended to October 25.

FILMS
Spanish film entitled “Ver­dugo” will appear tonight in Chem, 1170 at 8 p.m. Tickets are 50 cents and are available in the Ucen or the Spanish Office. On How Incident will ap­pear Sunday at 7:30 in C.J.

NOTARY
Notary services for members of the A.J.S. are now available in the Director’s Office in the Ucen. Service will be limited to drafts and verification of documents. Declaration of Residence forms should be notarized at the Registrars Office and forms pertaining to National Service should be notarized in the A.J.S. Office. Services will be performed so far as possible at the convenience of the notary. No charge will be made for the service.

Notary services for staff, faculty and members of the A.S. are available at the Personnel Office in the Admin. Building.

STUDYING TOO MUCH?

Are you wearing more, and enjoying less? switch to

KIM’S ACUPHYSIAN SHOP
808 STATE STREET, SANTA BARBARA - PHONE 962-5111

LONDON (AP) — A strike by railroad brakemen suddenly snowballed tonight and threat­ened Britain with transport chaos.

SACRAMENTO (AP) — A narrow majority of Sacramento State College students voting in a two-day election favor legisla­tion that would extend to their pres­ent laws outlawing their possess­ion and use.

Of about 3,000 students par­ticipating, 2,100 supported making marijuana as accessible as te­abacco and alcohol. Another 1,100 supported present mari­juana laws while 405 thought penalties for sale and posses­sion of marijuana were too stiff. SOLDIER TO INDEPEND­ENCE (AP) — George Romney said today he may announce his candidacy for the Republican presidential nomination in a Nov. 15 telecast for which he has bought a half-hour of time, MEXICO (AP) — Contact newspapers indicated today that the Venus 4 triumph might have been incomplete and the unman­nered spaceship failed in part on its mission on the planet.

The papers hailed the suc­cess of getting the first in­formation from Venus atmos­phere but mentioned no fur­ther signals from instruments. News broadcasts were also silent about this.

CHICAGO (AP) — The Amer­ican League approved Wednes­day night transfer of the Kan­sas City Athletics to Oakland, Calif., effective in 1968, and also adopted an expansion plan to increase membership to 12 clubs by 1971 with the expan­sion franchise going to Kansa­s City and Seattle, Wash.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Kerouac-burning steam engine is a better immediate bet than the electric car to reduce a nationwide air pollution prob­lem, if you could get the public to accept a steam car.

That’s the opinion of a fed­eral advisory panel which blam­ed the automobiles Wednesday for most air pollution and call­ed for a five-year, $60 million federal program to help develop a cleaner auto and better anti­pollution devices.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — West Coast officers of the Na­tional Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy say they will fore­go a five-year, $60 million federal program to help develop a cleaner auto and better anti­pollution devices.

WASHINGTON (AP) — A new federal agency to help par­ents and local police hunt for the thousands of hippies, drop­pods and other traveling persons was proposed today by Sen. Abraham A. Ribicoff.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A top­ranking California Democrat who recently returned from South Vietnam, predicts the United States will be able to begin withdrawing troops from Vietnam by the middle of next year.

CORA SITRUSIS
LICENSED ASTROLOGER
Yes/No Questions: 1/85; 2/98; 3/812; 1 prep-Analy. 5$ Complete analysis and yearly guide tailor made for you only: $17.50. Send birthdata, place and time with check or money order to:
P.O. Box 3235, Santa Barbara, Calif. 93105
"Each client is a respected friend."

BREAK the study - rout­ine by treating yourself to a new and dazzling out­fit!

Brighten your day-the LOU ROSE way!

P.S.Don’t miss our grand selec­tion of fisherman-knit pull-over and cotton swea­ter-authentic hand-knit im­ported from Italy, Garland, Calif., not having trouble. From Tami, from $13.00!

...They’re a "must" in every fashion - trendy wardrobe.

ANNEX
965-4858
1309 state St.

STUDYING TOO MUCH?
By JIM BETTINGER
EG Staff Writer

While white liberals and middle-class blacks continue to congratulate America for the gains that have been made in racial discrimination, most Negroes still have difficulty in attaining the rights that the majority of white Americans take for granted.

The experiences of Miss Sandra Dixon bring to the attention of the campus community an area of discrimination which is at once blatant and yet difficult to prove: the sensitive problem of housing discrimination. The Rumford Fair Housing Act, passed to eliminate discrimination in most California housing, met with vehement opposition, so much so that President Eisenhower has to rent to someone he doesn't know everything about. His apartment manager, according to the testimony of one local real estate company, said that he would lose some tenants if he refused to rent to a Negro. All of them stated that they personally were not prejudiced.

Miss Dixon brought to the attention of the fair housing forces the problem of housing discrimination. The Rumford Fair Housing Act, passed to eliminate discrimination in most California housing, met with vehement opposition, so much so that President Eisenhower has to rent to someone he doesn't know everything about. His apartment manager, according to the testimony of one local real estate company, said that he would lose some tenants if he refused to rent to a Negro. All of them stated that they personally were not prejudiced.

The problem thus seems to be that managers and owners can actually discriminate on race, religion, or national origin, and that they can discriminate on one point of view, realtors and managers point to a need for education of white people. The solutions to the problem are anything but obvious. From one point of view, realtors and managers point to a need for education of white people. As Miss Dixon recently stated, "It is a necessary goal, but they haven't got the money." From another point of view, real estate values are anything but obvious. From one manager said, "There is a necessity for gentler techniques." The solutions to the problem are anything but obvious. From one point of view, realtors and managers point to a need for education of white people. As Miss Dixon recently stated, "It is a necessary goal, but they haven't got the money." From another point of view, real estate values are anything but obvious. From one manager said, "There is a necessity for gentler techniques." The solutions to the problem are anything but obvious. From one point of view, realtors and managers point to a need for education of white people. As Miss Dixon recently stated, "It is a necessary goal, but they haven't got the money." From another point of view, real estate values are anything but obvious. From one manager said, "There is a necessity for gentler techniques." The solutions to the problem are anything but obvious. From one point of view, realtors and managers point to a need for education of white people. As Miss Dixon recently stated, "It is a necessary goal, but they haven't got the money." From another point of view, real estate values are anything but obvious. From one manager said, "There is a necessity for gentler techniques." The solutions to the problem are anything but obvious. From one point of view, realtors and managers point to a need for education of white people. As Miss Dixon recently stated, "It is a necessary goal, but they haven't got the money." From another point of view, real estate values are anything but obvious. From one manager said, "There is a necessity for gentler techniques."
Out From the Rug

Needless to say, we agree with the position against ROTC's accreditation which Leg Council took Wednesday. ROTC cadets don't deserve academic credit for learning the "art" of being soldiers, or polishing shoes, because they happen to call the military a "science," with "leadership" benefits.

Yet the fact remains that while we agree with Leg Council over ROTC, both the Associated Students government and the Academic Senate have failed to consider the larger, more important, scope of "academic" as it applies to all courses.

But at least someone has made a start. Now it's up to the Academic Sen­ate to define "academic" and apply it to all courses, however uncomfortable the process might become. Let's not push something under a rug that's just now been pulled out.

LETTERS

Surf Bunny Speaks Out

To the Editor:

Why is surfing for fun limited to members of the male genera­tion? Physically, males are more adept at catching waves. They have longer limbs so they can carry their boards further. They have more endurance, so they can stay out for six hours at a stretch. Their superior strength and coordination make it a much easier sport for them to perform difficult maneuvers.

Conceded—The better surfer has the right to ride the wave when he is surfing.

But—Why doesn't a girl, after she has FINALLY learned to surf, have a right to ride a wave in peace when SHE WANTS TO?

Everytime I go for my board—a fire alarm goes off on the 6700 block of Del Playa (but where I live), Everyone runs out of his house just fast enough to clear the balcony. They take their prized possessions such as binoculars and cameras with them. Then the fire is out, and the crowd is at the horse races—of course, I'm the favorite horse.

Surfers don't stop surfing in order to watch me run, but these surf-only-when-I-run surfers always there cheering me on.

Actually they're a better show than me. Why do they persist in following this course of action? Girls, including myself, walk around in bathing suits (and even go swimming) all the time without evoking such an audience. Why is surfing spe­cific?

(I would appreciate an answer to this question from any­one who would be kind enough to give me one—no sarcastic, G.W.L.J.)

Dixie Moves West

By GARY HANAUER
Editorial Editor

The Heart of Dixie will move west to Santa Barbara early next month to begin a statewide campaign tour which may bring surprising results. And George Wallace will gain a lot more publicity the man gets can publicity. And this one doesn't need any more.

It is at the horse races—of course, I'm the favorite horse.

When the fire is out, and the crowd is around in bathing suits (and even go swimming) all the time without evoking such an audience, Why is surfing spe­cific?

(And I would appreciate an answer to this question from any­one who would be kind enough to give me one—no sarcastic.)

Kiss of Death

To the Editor:

I was lying in bed this morning listening to some rock sounds on the radio. Some extremely middle-aged cat came on after a while and said "Get KST!" And I thought, Yeah, man, the kiss of death. KST, a local Santa Barbara station, has the right to the wave when it is surfing.

But—Do the KST disc jockeys, teetering on the brink of ex­tinction, recent playing all this "terrible teen" music? Or is it that they enjoy the put-on of making people happy and then slapping them in the face? Hombly, I recommend that all students build a strong boycott KST and its advertisers. Make them play it straight!

I was lying in bed this morning listening to some rock sounds on the radio. Some extremely middle-aged cat came on after a while and said "Get KST!" And I thought, Yeah, man, the kiss of death. KST, a local Santa Barbara station, has the right to the wave when it is surfing.

Civilian Military

To the Editor:

This country has long recog­nised the need for civilian con­trol over the military. Today, with the war in South East Asia, it becomes all the more obvious that civilian primacy is a necessity. If the military had its way, it is quite pos­sible that a nuclear confronta­tion would have already taken place. I think that this points out one of the major areas of conflict between the civilian government and the military establishment: the military is too militaristic.

Future officers are indoctri­nated in this militarism in the service academies, officer can­didate schools, and the ROTC. But in ROTC, there is an added factor which lessens this problem, ROTC officers, being college graduates, have, at least theoretically, learned to think for themselves. They have ac­quired an additional education outside of the military frame­work. Neither OCS nor the ser­vice academies can make this claim. This civilian-orienta­tion of ROTC officers is a benefit to society. Therefore, ROTC training is a benefit.

A realistic appraisal shows that a military force is still a necessity for security in to­day's world. If we are to have a military, a more civilian­oriented one is preferable, ROTC, therefore, with the in­ducement of credit in order to draw the qualified people to it, is a good for society and should be retained in its pre­sent form at UCSB.

THOMAS GOWARD
Senior, History

Real Drag

To the Editor:

People who take down public­ity posters before an event is over, for their own selfish use, are a real drag.

SCOTT PIERING
A.J., Social Chairman
Dear Students:

I am not here speaking of the ego-satisfying social endeavors of many of the students at Santa Barbara, most notably the “get drunk,” “seduce a chick,” “rave” antics of those who call themselves the Greeks. Sure, you can plant some ice plant around the lagoon or spend some time with the children at St. Vincent’s School, but seek yourself the real motivation for these well-publicized and well-recognized services.

I am not here addressing such local and exclusive niceties. I am rather speaking of the genuine social concern for the human condition. I am entreating you to forget the meaninglessness of the fraternity of Phi Psi or SAE and enter into the true joy that is realized by a selfless service to the fraternity of man. It is truly sad that so many students have been so blind to the understanding that whatever those intelligent men in Washington are doing must be right,” and would I “please explain to them why I had the audacity to think differently.”

I’ve seen your heads hiding ‘neath the blanket of fear and resentment to what I am trying to present here. As Phil Ochs sings in his “Days of Decision”—

“Oh you can’t let the smoke keep on blinding all your sight. There’s a change in the wind and a split in the road You can do what’s right or you can do what you are told.”

CONCERNED ACTIVISTS

In the past too much effort has been wasted by the concerned activists in attempting to overcome the vocal pettiness and silent apathy of some of their fellow students. These insensitive students and more Americans view their citizenship obligations to be a two-year lease on their bodies for the war, while the student activists have seen their obligations as citizens and individuals (vis-a-vis the Nuremberg trials) to be as completely informed as to the facts (real or imagined and with perception of the difference) upon which their government is acting, so as to be able to practice the true individualism upon which this country was founded — the right to an individual conscience.

This summer while working as a deputy registrar for the Peace and Freedom Party and as a petitioner for the statewide Recall Reagan drive, I often came in contact with two general types of “individuals,” the latter type being more repulsive than the first. The first type had allowed himself to be superficially informed with someone else’s opinions, half-truths and downright lies and on the basis of this “enlightenment” saw fit to condemn me as a rebel, “pinko,” and agitator.

The second type of individual was completely uninformed, clung to the idea that “whatever those intelligent men in Washington are doing must be right,” and would I “please explain to them why I had the audacity to think differently.” In other words, they wanted me to make up for their own apathy and silent apathy of some of their fellow students. These insensitive students and most Americans view their citizenship obligations to be a two-year lease on their bodies for the war, while students with cards $1.00

A.S. Social Committee presents Crew Team Benefit DANCE—CONCERT featuring the

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

MIDNIGHT MANNEVE THE BEATLES IN DICK LESTER’S HARD DAY’S NIGHT AND CHAPTER 4

“THE MONSTER
And the Ape”

1 BUCK (Phone 968-1811)

THE MAGIC LANTERN THEATRE
ISLA VISTA. PHONE 968-1811

THE BEACH IS NOT JUST A WAR MOVIE

Also —

CHARLES K. FELDMAN JOSEPH L. MAKIWEWICZ

“It Comes Up Murder” Rex Harrison

Well-publicized and well-recognized services.
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Klee... "Child’s Eye"

By LINDA BORSODI

Viewing the Paul Klee ex­hibit now at the University Art Gallery is for most of us an enigmatic experience. Here is a small collection of this great master’s works, worth only a close and at length, we find his offerings to be very simple - almost naive - and yet we are impressed. Often the comment heard from a first-time viewer of Klee’s work is, “What a childlike enig­matic experience. Here is a man who did his "even things" without looking over his shoulder for approval, and youth, and with all innovators, he was still reaping the harvest of other artists and had not yet begun to sow the seeds which later made him in the art world "similar in so many ways". One of the first points we came to was the undeniable uniqueness of his approach to subjects: the tiny picture of a little cas­tle bustling under its own mighty weight, the spotty im­pressions of a bearded man, or the "direct watercolor merely titled "55. Day In the Woods." Each of these subjects seems so mundane, so obvious as to be almost not worth the ref­lection. And yet somehow this is what we are brought up to see art as. And yet this man, this Paul Klee, he was looking so deeply into the minds of a "great artist." And yet, what a contrast. This is my impression of a bearded man, or perhaps, in part, it is his abil­ity to preserve the spirit of his own experience. I think that this distinct style of Klee is really no less than his ability to tell it like it was for him and him alone. This is a man who did his "even things" without looking over his shoulder for approval, and yet, with all innovators, he was still reaping the harvest of other artists and had not yet begun to sow the seeds which later made him in the art world "similar in so many ways". One of the first points we came to was the undeniable uniqueness of his approach to subjects: the tiny picture of a little cas­tle bustling under its own mighty weight, the spotty im­pressions of a bearded man, or the "direct watercolor merely titled "55. Day In the Woods." Each of these subjects seems so mundane, so obvious as to be almost not worth the ref­lection. And yet somehow this is what we are brought up to see art as. And yet this man, this Paul Klee, he was looking so deeply into the minds of a "great artist." And yet, what a contrast. This is my impression of a bearded man, or perhaps, in part, it is his abil­ity to preserve the spirit of his own experience. I think that this distinct style of Klee is really no less than his ability to tell it like it was for him and him alone. This is a man who did his "even things" without looking over his shoulder for approval, and yet, with all innovators, he was still reaping the harvest of other artists and had not yet begun to sow the seeds which later made him in the art world "similar in
Pamela wore a mini skirt, sweater, white go-go boots and 4 union labels.

Her skirt may be mini or full. Her neckline may be turtle or plunging. Her feet may be in boots or ballet slippers. But Pamela is always in fashion. And so are the union labels in her clothes. No matter what the occasion, Pamela—like most American women—wears union labels wherever she goes. The union label in women's and children's garments is the signature of 450,000 members of the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union. It is a symbol of decency, fair labor standards, and the American way of life. Look for it when you shop.
Council...

(Continued from p. 1)

He urged that Council include all non-academic subjects for study in its referral to the Academic Senate Committee.

Rep-at-Large Alan Schwartz who voted for the motion, stated, "We think the destruction of ROTC was the major issue at all, and that this was the main objective of the radical elements present at the meeting."

Jim Ahler, the member of Council who abstained, said he did so because, by refusing unit value for ROTC, neither the army or the ROTC program would be harmed; it would only result in more headaches for those who are in ROTC at UCSB.

Ahler said that last week he conducted a small poll of his constituency and found that most of them who vote for ROTC received or didn't receive credit.

He felt that the highly charged atmosphere created by the presence of the Peace Commission created a "psychological strain" on himself and other members of Council.

Extra Money Study

(Continued from p. 1)

A summer quarter will begin at this school in the following coming one, Goldberg feels that the money that the students are now losing during the summer will be lessened.

Consequently, a raise in rent now will pay the students in the summer of '69.

Goldberg then went on to emphasize that "besides needing all the student help possible on the committee, I feel that to succeed in negotiations, students must present a united front in front of the committee."
Cal State Los Angeles pulled out an 18-10 victory.
It was a season to remember and never one to forget—especially the 28-7 licking handed them by Cal State Long Beach.

They retained UCSB’s winning ways as juniors, although four setbacks against six victories was hardly anything to cheer about. The worst loss of the year? Cal State Long Beach, 48-14. When would the nemesis end?

This year they vowed, and as some 50 determined gridders of Jack Curtice darted through the campus Field tunnel last Saturday at 1:55 p.m., there were six in particular who knew they had a rendezvous with destiny.

There were the other seniors, and a team as a whole which wanted Long Beach beyond words, to say nothing of Jack Curtice who had yet to defeat a 48er squad. And then there was the Sassy Six. Tougheened veterans who knew the price they’d have to pay if the job was to be done.

Starting strong, the Gauchos took the lead, but it failed quickly and after but one half of football, there appeared to be no tomorrows. The second half effort was not enough and Long Beach prevailed once again, 34-24.

Come October the 19th of next year, Lord knows where the Sassy Six will be; but starting October the 21st of this year, and continuing through until November the 25th, you can bet your last dollar that they’ll be hammering out the pains suffered on Saturday last, and in the process giving UCSB a season that it can well be proud of.

The campaign may be half over, but count on tomorrow night as the start of something new.

Gridders Hope To Blister Poly

By CLAY KALLAM
EG Sports Editor

The Southland beckons again to the UCSB Gauchos and everyone is hoping that the welcome will be just as friendly as it was in Whittier two weeks ago when the Gauchos triumphed 21-0.

Tomorrow night, Santa Barbara moves south to Pomona to meet the Broncos of Cal Poly at 8 o’clock, who feature a blustering passer attack behind quarterback Fred Matheson and end Ralph Burris.

UCSB moves into the game with a 3-2 record and a loss last week to powerful Long Beach State, Pomona also tussled with the 48ers and came out a definite second best by the score of 39-7.

UCSB’s won-lost totals read 1-2, with the Broncos only victory coming over Redlands, 20-14, last weekend (76-25 over Cal tech as was erroneously reported here). Previous to that, Long Beach, Whittier, and Sacramento State had kicked the Broncos with relative ease.

INJURIES

Again the UCSB offense will be in the hands of Mike Hitchman with the same supporting cast except for three glaring holes. At tight tackle, both Dave Zivich and Steve Young will miss tomorrow night’s contest, and, of course, kicker Dave Chapple, who suffered an ankle (Continued on p. 12, col. 4)

Gaucho-Trojan Showdown Saturday On Soccer Field

By DAVE COURT
EG Sports Staff

USC is the number one gridiron power in the country and their soccer squad is in the top ten too. It’s rather doubtful that Coach Curtice will be setting up strategy to counter O.J., Simpson and the footballers, but Coach von Sommog has been planning for tomorrow’s 3 p.m. match with USC’s soccermen for a long time.

Having played Cal Poly to a draw last week, though losing on a contested penalty kick, von Sommog feels that the UCSBers can make a good accounting of themselves, despite problems which make many of his regulars only doubtful for this time.

Giangiulio Corrado, offensive star of the squad’s first game with Cal Tech missed the Cal Poly game and will be out of action tomorrow due to a sprained ankle incurred in an automobile accident.

Sherman Harrick, last week’s offensive stand-out and co-captain will miss the game to attend Reserve meetings while Steve Sleeper, who has yet to start this year due to ankle injuries, is still recovering.

Yet another weakened starter will be Bob Pearson who covered a severely strained tendon in his ankle.

All is not hopeless, however, as the defensive wall is still intact and loaded for Trojan. (Continued on p. 10, col. 5)

GETTING ALL BALLED UP IN HIS WORK, Joao Bраганса stops away a pass intended for an opposing player. —Strahler photo
THE LEADER LOOK

Harris Sailcloth Slacks with
Dacron® Are "Pressed for Life!"

Lead the way in these all new oxford sailcloth slacks of Visa®—a soil-releasing durable press fabric of Dacron® polyester and cotton for wrinkle resistance, day-long neatness. Choose tan, loden, hunting blue, old gold, commander blue or burnedish brown.

7.95

Natural Shoulder Shops

SILVERWOODS

833 STATE, SANTA BARBARA

More Soccer...
(Continued from p. 9)

Dave Freeman, Dave Hollingsworth, and Craig Farmer will be protecting goal-keeper Carlos Ortiz in the heat of their abilities, which are considerable in light of the fact that goals have been scored against the Gauchos from the field.

There is no reason to doubt that the defense will be just as stingy tomorrow afternoon. Now, if the offense can just get on the scoreboard, it will be peachy and cream.

MEN'S WEAR
MOST APPEALING TO THE COLLEGE MAN

2908 DE LA VINA

796-3724

CAR STEREO SPECIALS

- Largest Cartridge tape library in the tri-counties
- Complete custom recording services
- Featuring Munitz, Craig, Borg-Warner, Motorola

IN A LOSING CAUSE—Sophomore Mike Bell and teammate Barry Foose downed the Gauchos 21-35 Wednesday to lower the UCSB finish strong, but it was all in a losing cause. Westmont literally ran away four of the first five places, and the Coach Adams* UCSB cross country team went down to defeat at the hands of the Westmont Warriors, 21-35. Taking four of the first five places, Westmont literally ran away with the meet.

It became apparent after only a mile of the four-mile campus lagoon course that the Gauchos were in trouble, Belden Burch and Dennis Savage, in their brown and white uniforms were easily outdistancing UCSB® top runner Jeff Rawlings as they approached Campus Beach for the first time and that's exactly how it ended, Burch was timed in a fine 20:02 with Savage only a second behind. Rawlings came across in 20:48.

The meet had its bright points however. Mike Bell and Barry Foose turned in all time bests, all were fine performances, Dale Severy was sixth in 21:19 while Severy was sixth in 21:19 while Mike Bell and Barry Foose came in seventh and eighth in 21:42 and 21:43 respectively. Dick Rawlings surprised many by taking eleventh in 22:08. But Woodside turned in better performances.

That's the kind of afternoon it was.

By DICK BURFORD
EG Staff Writer

A despondent Sam Adams slipped silently from the finish line, results in hand, and headed to a point nearby where his team met, contemplating the race that had just taken place. "They had a good team," sighed Adams. And that about summed it up.

In their second outing Wednesday, the CCC opened its season with an impressive 27-0 triumph over Gallileo's Gorillas, sparked by Rich Bawden's 3 TD's and the fine job turned in by reserve QB Bruce Bell. The Clan's defense was never in any trouble, intercepting six passes in all, three by Fred Fox.

All has not been perfect for last year's all-sports champions though, as end Lee Margulies, their leading scorer and receiver last season, suffered a fractured collar bone when he dove for a pass in the first game, he will be lost for the season.

Clan, Delts Ranked

Competition has been keen in both independent leagues so far, but the ranking favorites have to be the Cool Clutch Clan and the Delts.

In their second outing Wednesday, the GCC scored the first three times it had the ball and whipped the Sig Apes, 20-0.

In the other independent league, the Delta have convincing wins over the Int-Mates (46-0) and the Gospel Truth (26-0). However, the Delts may find tough going against both the Crab Darts and Charlie Brown.

The Midgnight Marshmellow

The Intern * 9th to 14th

The Midnight Marshmellow

CAR STEREO SPECIALS

- Largest Cartridge tape library in the tri-counties
- Complete custom recording services
- Featuring Munitz, Craig, Borg-Warner, Motorola

CAR STEREO

IN STEREO

IN STEREO
Beer-Bowl Football Soon; Communications vs. A.S.

BY CLAY KALLAM
EG Sports Editor

Three in a row: The El Gaucho Beer-Bowlers, victorious in every contest ever played against the weak-kneed Legislative Council (and several dubious committee appointees) are out to garner their third triumph on November 4th. This year the game will be played in its proper surround-ings—Campus Field. The varsity has a bye and instead, with beer supplied, shall be coached by journalism newspapermen will engage the craven members of A.S., Government (coached by Gail Waller) in a momentous contest. The stakes are high. A par-tty, with beer supplied, shall be furnished by the loser. Last year, A.S., President Jay Jeffer-son tossed the money out of his personal fund, supplied by the students, to pay for the beer. We think the LOSERS should pay (we know who they are) this year.

The communications men are going to use players from all three UCB publications, KCBS, LA CUMBRE, and El Gaucho, John Zani, Editor of LA CUMBRE, is known far and wide for his great skill. Just ask Bob’s Bullies, a collection of fans from the Rec Department who are used as sort of a sparring partner for the Gauchos prac-tices. The good guys have won three in a row, Watch out, Leg Council!

This is your chance, Student #7026941. Drink Sprite and be somebody.

Take heart. Take a dose. Then take a bottle of Sprite from the nearest pop machine. Suddenly it’s in your hand. Cold. Sipping. Tart and tingling. You can’t sizzle friendlessly and rub your hands together. (You should; they’re probably chilled to the bone by now.) You tear off to a corner, alone, but within earshot of your fellows.

And then? And then? And then you unleash it. SPRITE! It fizzes! It roars! It bubbles with good cheer! Heads turn. Whisperings. “Who’s that strangely fascinating student with the arch smile?” And what’s in that curious green bottle that’s making such a racket? And you’ve arrived! The distinctive taste and ebullient character of Sprite has set you apart. You’re somebody, uh... oh, whoever you are.

SPRITE SO TART AND TINGLING, WE JUST COULDN’T KEEP IT QUIET.
FUN ON THE BEACH—Sailing and surfing will be key parts of Sandpiper Weekend running today through Sunday on I.V. Beach, Campus Beach, and throughout campus.

Look--Sandpiper Weekend

Kicking off at noon today, the Rec. Department's 10th Sandpiper Weekend promises to be the best ever, with beer mugs, pizzas, and steaks going to the winners, a rock-and-beach dance Saturday night, and three days of constant activities for participants and viewers.

A surfing contest, the push-ball tournament, and sailing races highlight tomorrow's activities, with kite flying, skin diving, and a crew exhibition in Sunday's spotlight.

In all, there will be 27 varied contests, individual winners will earn an 11 oz. beer mug, runners-up an 8 oz. mug, and teams will get a pizza dinner at Shakey's, and the team with the greatest number of participants will get a 10 oz. steak dinner, courtesy of the Rec. Department.

Football...

(Continued from p. 9)

Concentrating solely on the air game of Cal Poly could be fatal, however, as Tim Hackworth, who picked up 835 yards with a miraculous 8.5 average last season, is a threat to top all the way anytime.

So UCSB, toppled from its 15th small-college ranking, will hope to regain some of its pride and prestige by whipping Pomona on their home grounds, UCSD bounced back from a tough loss at the beginning of the season to the University of Texas at El Paso and won three in a row before being dumped by Long Beach last week. Now, they have to do it again.

Look what we got ourselves into.

This is Vista Volkswagen, 6464 Hollister Ave., Goleta. This all-new sales and service facility covers over 120,000 square feet. It's all customer-designed to offer the residents of Goleta and the surrounding area the ultimate in comfort and service. The comfort is for the people and the service is for their "Bugs."